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CoronaVirus   www.RealNewsUK.com  

 

The UK Civil Service Failed Attempt to Overthrow The Queen & UK Gov. 

 

CORONAVIRUS: Was a Media Event. Coordinated by the UK Civil Service. 

The London Media drove the population with Fear to panic levels.  

And public opinion drove the Government to Lockdown the country. 

The Boris Government was sabotaged & betrayed by their Civil Servants.  

Not only did they hand Boris & Dominic Fake Data,  

They told them they HAD TO Lockdown the country.  

Neil Ferguson, created the fake data. And provided the advice to go with it. 

Boris Johnson was then bullied by the London Media & Civil Servants into being tested for Coronavirus. 

 He was then poisoned by the test swab. 

 His advisor Dominic Cummings was also tested & poisoned. 

This left these same Treason Civil Servants who betrayed them,  

in charge of the UK for two weeks. 

 

Analysis of Local Civil Service Moves 

Devon County Council killed the local Devon economy with a Globalist dream of Power & Control & the 

Fake Coronavirus Pandemic.  

Devon Civil Servants, not content with upsetting the local population with its Socialist aims for; Council 

Tax Fraud, LED street lighting, immigration, Climate Change, LGBTP & P, RSE education, 5G Radiation 

Grid installation. Devon CC went into the Full Coronavirus Pandemic Emergency.. 

Armed with; Hospitals, Doctors, the NHS, schools, the police, the Courts, all public paid Public Servants, 
 to be used to destroy the local economy & the local population.  
As the Public Servants sat safe & secure on their Taxpayer Paid Wages. 
 
And now we find that Devon County Council didn’t think that the pay it got from the population Council Tax 

was enough. So it took other bribes, contracts & made corporate alliances. 

Devon County Council gives the appearance of Democracy but is in fact a Corporate machine run by Civil 

Servants. The Councillors voted in by the electorate have little idea of what is going on in the day to day 

running of the Devon Infrastructure. And are only used as puppets to prop up the aims & objectives of the 

Civil Service. 

They were obviously not very careful about who they took money from because while they were playing 

“The Money Game” they were being corrupted & subverted by some of the most evil people on the planet. 

The Satanists. 

http://www.realnewsuk.com/
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The Labour Party Globalists Join the Civil Service Globalists  

Which brings us to Exeter & its’ City Council. 

Like Devon County Council it is steeped in tradition & with a multitude of Ancestral Families to support.  

Exeter’s conversion into a Sanctuary City is clandestine & well hidden. How many people in Exeter are 

aware that Exeter is a Sanctuary City or what a Sanctuary City actually is. 

To confuse people more & to provide more charade to the facts Exeter is in fact a City of Sanctuary which 

has a Charity registration.  

Unless you know that criminals use Charities to launder money you would not know the significance of “a 

Charity.” 

A Charity can receive donations from anonymous or shielded doners who can then suggest the direction 

the Charity should take. 

Globalists vs Nationalists 

Like paying “The Charity” £10,000 for every immigrant the Council accepts. 

Like paying for a Mosque to be built in the town or a new town for immigrants. 

Like the destruction of Christianity & working class ethics.  

Exeter’s conversion appears to be an alliance with many dubious financiers, like the United Nations & 

George Soros. 

This then leads us on to Exeters’ MP Ben Bradshaw who is not shy about admitting that he is a member of 

the George Soros Open Society project. Open Society is famous world wide for its finance of what you 

might call “A Closed Society.” 

He seems to be very indulgent in financing; the Syrian migrant flood into Europe, AntiFa, Black Lives 

Matter & other anti Democracy movements. 

Strange then that here we have in the middle of Devon an amoral financier calling the shots at Exeter & 

Devon Councils. 

The United Nations, who used to be an icon of honesty & balance has been corrupted by an intake of evil 

controllers who have used its offices to build on its Globalist Aims to Rule The World.   

I should point out here that psychopaths are not the best people to Rule The World & should be avoided at  

all costs. Their paranoia if uncontrolled can lead to homicidal losses of control. 

 

The Main Stream Media Attack on the Western Populations. 

.Towards the end of May 2020 more statistics started arriving from the USA & Europe which showed the 

Coronavirus Pandemic not only  had a death rate lower than claimed by UK/US Civil Service sources but 

actually no different to the annual flu.  

The USA data showed a death rate of 0.26% of the population (graph) which is average on an annual 

analysis. 
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The German government also leaked an analysis document which showed that the Corona virus 

Pandemic was no more than a Media Event with no basis in reality. 

UK Nurses & Doctors who worked in Hospitals were starting to say that their Hospitals were half empty. 

Facebook contacts with local Doctors & Nurses showed that they were not at all busy. In fact the wards & 

emergency rooms were empty. The only problem they had was the 2 metre social distancing. 

Also the Nightingale temporary hospitals put up by local councils were completely empty. 

Another source of light in an overwhelming sheet of Media darkness arrived when an ex Google computer 

coder analysed Neil Fergusons Coronavirus data. On analysis the data which not only Locked down the 

UK but all western nations including the USA was FAKE. The data which destroyed the World Economy 

was FAKE. 

It was FAKE because it was badly coded & created a program that gave a selection of outcomes, thereby 

making it useless for scientific analysis. 

Neil Ferguson, who had already become famous as Mr Lockdown when he was caught breaking his own 

lockdown regulations by shagging someone elses’ wife, now became the man that killed a million by 

locking down the Western world & destroying the Western Economy. But strangely the Devon & Cornwall 

Police, who are also Civil Servants employed & paid by Devon County Council said this crime was above 

their pay grade. 

Are Civil Servants above the law & outside of the UK Legal System. Are all UK Civil Servants Licensed to 

kill? 

The London Media went into Total Meltdown Diversion mode stirring up the population with Fear & Panic 

to hold the line on Social Distancing, Lockdown at Home, claiming it was Your Civic Duty to Self Isolate. 

Your Civic Duty to Test & Trace, Your Civic Duty to Vaccinate.  

More extreme examples were the outing of people who went out to exercise twice a day, people travelling 

to the beach & illegal family picnics. Also sex was banned out side of your family home promoting jokes 

about promoting Paedophilia & incest. Going to work became a crime in their eyes.  But strangely they 

never mentioned Neil Ferguson again. 

 

The Western Main Stream Media Are at War.  The Western populations Are The Enemy 

The Globalist Anti Brexit London Main Stream Media assisted the Globalist Anti Brexit Civil Servants at all 

times. The population of the UK was caught in a strategic pincer movement of Fear & panic, social 

destruction, imprisonment & psychological warfare. 

The government was also caught in a trap on all sides. Not only did they have The Media & their Civil 

Servants attacking them on daily basis, they had to give daily briefings to the public on television while the 

political parliamentary opposition, a rag tag bunch of bribed Labour & Tory chancers took pot shots at 

them. 

This was to create the impression, exaggerated by the Media Foghorns, that this was a government that 

was out of its depth & couldn’t cope. 

More balanced minds might have thought of helping the Government in a time of National Emergency. 

But actually the Media, the secret Globalist politicians, the proEU Labour party & The Socialist Civil 

Service had all decided that THEY WERE RIGHT & this government & Brexit must go. Fuck the election. 

WE KNOW BEST. 
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So The London Media continued its self destruction by pulling  more rabbits out of its magic hat by making 

up more & more ludicrous stories & turning them into major Epic Drama. 

After having ignored the crimes of Neil Ferguson, the destruction of the world economy & the daily re 

evaluation of The Coronavirus Epidemic as Fake they picked on Dominic Cummings for their Shame & 

Splat target. Dominic Cummings, who had been poisoned in Downing Street, had taken his family back 

home to Durham to his parents place for child care. 

Social media forces, (The British Army?) then backed this up with Twitter attacks on #Cummings to resign 

which went on for weeks on all BBC, ITV,Channel4 Sky News broadcast. A 24 Hour outpouring of a minor 

story turned into complete diatribe of excrement. How low can The Media Sink? 

Facebook & YouTube blocked videos from Doctors & journalists who verified CoronaVirus as a Non 

Event. 

 

Globalist vs Nationalist 

One of the greatest betrayals by The London Media has been to keep the Left vs Right, Labour vs Tory 

political dialogue going. 

In fear of confusing the public with the realities of Brexit they have always avoided moving on to the more 

realistic assessment of Globalist vs Nationalist. 

According to The Media, Nationalists are far right extremists who will use violence & racism to complete 

their aims. 

There are still quite a lot of the UK population who remember when Britain was a nation to be proud of & 

that Nationalism was another way of flying the Union Jack & supporting The Queen. 

But the Brexit movement wasn’t born out of Nationalism but out of EU Corruption & idealogical stupidity. 

In their egotistical minds they thought they could create a new reality of Socialism & Equality. 

Unfortunately this Socialism, like all other Socialisms, on closer inspection turned out to be Fascist Power 

& Control by a corrupt elite. 

 

Ruling the World,  Fascist Power & Control,  

If you look at the destruction of The Labour Party at the last election you may not be aware that it is not 

only Labour Councils who support EU Globalism.  

In fact the confidence of The Labour Party after the last election loss seemed to be badly judged.  

But did they know something that we didn’t. Did they know, for instance, that they have thousands of UK 

pro EU Civil Servants in local cities & towns & County Councils, waiting to take up their baton for a 

Socialist Globalist World Government?  

 

The United Nations 

The United Nations is always used by the Globalists as an icon of morality to pursue their aims. 

They will utter the words; The United Nations say...” and suddenly all opposition falls away. 
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But in truth, the United Nations has resorted to Crimes Against Humanity, altering Duoma inspectors 

reports (triggering NATO bombing of Syria), hiding 5G Radiation Danger reports while saying it was safe & 

a catalogue of Climate Change false data.,  

They of course fail to admit that the United Nations administration has been infiltrated by some of the most 

evil people on the planet. People so evil that even Presidents & The Pentagon will not mention their 

names or the fact that they are Satanists who want to destroy humanity. 

Strange then that all these Civil Servants who have all the latest communications in the world at their 

finger tips never realised that they were working for someone who wanted to kill off 90% of the world 

population in World War Three. 

 

Devon County Council exposed as a UN Puppet 

Devon County Council was exposed many times as a covert United Nations socialist puppet regime. 

I guess we should have realised the lunatics had been let out of the asylum when they banned light bulbs. 

Quite amusing on one level but in reality we exchanged a 30p light bulb for a low cost, low energy bulb 

which cost £3. They break every year, require an in built transformer cricuit board & are the wrong 

frequency for our brains, cause eye cataracts, blindness & don’t light up a full spectrum for vision. 

 

The Civil Servants who Serve & Protect but want to kill you. 

Still it was quite easy for Devon County Civil Servants to overcome the problems with light bulbs, they just 

closed down the Trading Standards Department & told the Public Service local Hospital Workers to keep 

their mouths shut. 

The creation of a new reality. 

So they then put up LED lamp posts in our streets telling us that they saved electricity & therefore cut the 

cost of the Council Tax. 

And then  Devon Civil Servants secretly authorised & added 5G Base Units to these residential Street 

Lamp posts. 5G base Units which were plug and play. They could change them to suit any technology in 

just a few minutes. 

One day it could be a light sensor & then the next a Smart Meter data hub. Then a 5G phone 

tramsitter/receiver. Then the Internet of Things track & trace of every household electric device.  

And eventually of course a Radiation Weapon for blanket surveillance, identify & kill (only terrorists of 

course) ..... 

 
The Devon County Council “Climate Emergency.” 

Devon’s Climate Emergency seemed to be another step into insanity for the Devon Civil Service. 

But then, one man’s insanity is another man’s reality. So here we go with yet another Fake Financial 

Scam. 

So what actually happened? 

Devon County Council authorised £250,000 of Taxpayers money for The Climate Emergency. 
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Bingo! you might think, but no, what did they do next. 

They set up Climate Meetings to discuss The Climate Initiative (United Nations) with every other County & 

City Council in Devon. Every Council provided a Climate coordinator to attend meetings & report back to 

their Council. 

Then they invited other Public Service organisations to attend these meetings; County Courts, The Police 

The Hospitals, Doctors, Civic Leaders etc.  

So here we have the Civil Servants & Public Servants in Devon attending meetings on Taxpayers money, 

for half a day a week.  

So what did they discuss? 

The Climate Initiative is a plan for coordinating local Public Service organisations to combat The Climate 

Emergency. 

Coordination probably included the “necessity” to combine Public Information & Public Data...... 

Combining Public Data. Now that rings a bell. 

So they then get hold of all our “Public Data” from the NHS, Doctors Surgery, police records, our 

occupation, employer, Tax Code, Council Tax Bills, Energy Bills, Phone Bills, our credit card payments, 

our passport travel history, our DVLC car registration, our Facebook, Twitter, Google identities, our 

shopping history & then put it all on one big Database (at a cost of £250,000?) 

All for the Climate Emergency? I don’t think so. 

This is the evil United Nations paranoid plan to track, trace & control every person on the planet. And then 

to “Score” them for compliance with The Globalist Socialist State wishes. 

This would probably seem a bit farfetched to most readers who rely on the Main Stream Media for 

information. But to others who have read The United Nations Agenda 21/30, The United Nations JADE 

HELM exercise, The Pentagon paper on Controlling The Human Domain, The Cameron Crime Cartels 

Infrastructure Act 2015 etc  it is not farfetched at all. 

And now the Devon County Council Fusion Doctrine had united the whole of the Public Service & the 

Civil Service against the enemy; The Population of Devon.  

Just in time for The Coronavirus Pandemic & Lockdown. 

 

Devons’ Fake Lockdown 

Whether Devon County Council is going to release the County from Lockdown, or ignore all the evidence 

& force a continued imprisonment, is at this time unknown. 

The Media reports the Socialist Labour Party, The Teachers Unions & of course The Globalist Anti Brexit 

Media will do all in their power to destroy an end to the Lockdown. 

Devon County has its fingers on the controls of; the schools, the police, the bus & train services, the 

roads, If the children don’t go back to school, the parents can’t go back to work. 

Is Devon CC. going to accept reality or wait for its foreign benefactors to exact more punishment or even 

hold out for ever to bring down the UK Government? 
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Conclusion 

The connection between 5G Radiation & Coronavirus has become a matter of concern.  

The side effects of both are similar leading to the theory that 5G Radiation has been used to trigger  

sickness in people in areas of high density 5G infrastructure which has then been wrongly identified as 

Coronavirus. 

Italy, Iran Wuhan in China have all been described as high density 5G infrastructure areas. 

Coronavirus has been confirmed as a BioWeapon & 5G has been confirmed as a Radiation Weapon.  

But it appears that Coronavirus is not the dangerous pandemic alluded to in the Globalist main stream 

media.  

The German government has assessed Coronavirus as FAKE  MEDIA EVENT A Global False Alarm. 

 

We are now seeing a Pattern of Fear spread by The Media & Facebook through the UK Population  

Which is likely to be used to to promote mass vaccination & ultimately compulsory digital identity chipping.  

By repeatedly spreading Coronavirus & 5G hysteria worldwide the Globalists intended to Control 

Humanity & isolate dissenters. 

It is also a possibility that Western governments were expecting a Mass Attack Event in response to 

interventions in the operation of the World Bank & the World Economy.  

The UK Anti Brexit Globalist Civil Service & its accomplices embedded in this countries administration 

have now been totally exposed. As is their self constructed ability to escape Justice. 

The Anti Brexit Globalist London Media has likewise been exposed as Charlatans & Liars for the 

umpteenth time. Hopefully this young generation will never forget how their lives were destroyed by  

CORONAVIRUS:  The Globalist False Alarm. A Fake Media Event. 

 

Max Wolfe  03/06/2020 

Max Wolfe is the editor of www.RealNewsUK.com & a music producer. https://youtu.be/T2pNH2bp5MI 
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http://www.realnewsuk.com/2020/Biowarfare.pdf  

http://www.realnewsuk.com/2020/CORONAVIRUS_Global_False_Alarm.pdf  

http://www.realnewsuk.com/2020/UK_Civil_Servants_vs_The_Queen.pdf  

http://www.realnewsuk.com/2020/Faked_in_London.pdf  

http://www.realnewsuk.com/2020/Code_Review_of_Fergusons_Model.pdf  

The Deliberate Corruption of Climate Science by Tim Ball PhD. www.Amazon.co.uk  
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